
Boat Monitor
with Bilge Sentry

BMBS700

Temperature in Bilge
The Bilge Sentry includes two integral temperature 
sensors (water/air) and will alert you when your 
boat is at risk of freezing.

Battery
Voltage is monitored and alerts sent if the starter and/
or house battery drops to critically low power levels. 

Water Level in Bilge
The innovative solid-state Bilge Sentry measures 
the actual depth of water in your bilge and alerts 
you of rising water.

Bilge Pump
Track bilge pump activity. Alerts will be sent 
anytime the bilge pump operates.

GPS position
The integrated GPS antenna will give you real-time 
information about your boat’s position.

GeoFence
Know if your boat moves from where you left it.  
This fully automatic function activates after the 
boat has been still for over 15 minutes. 

TripLog
Trips are tracked automatically - no need to press 
record. See detailed information with speed, 
course, impact and location. 

Impact
An integrated accelerometer shows G-force. Know 
when your boat has experienced an impact or 
abuse.

Know your boat is OK when you are away! 

With Sensar Marine installed, you can check on your boat anytime from your cellphone.  Data is 
continuously uploaded to the cloud and SMS alerts are sent instantly if there is a problem. 

The Boat Monitor will run 24/7/365 - without depleting your boat batteries.



IPx7 Waterproof
Proven in the harsh North Sea, the Boat Monitor and Bilge 
Sentry are fully waterproof and hardened for marine use. Not 
just for yachts... works great in boats of all sizes!  

Always On and Monitoring
Even when your boat’s battery switch is off, the Boat Monitor 
stays on. Perfect for boats on moorings & trailers, the device’s 
massive internal battery will cover weeks of operation and 
automatically charge when surplus boat power is next 
available.

Robustly Engineered & 
Manufactured in Norway 

Worldwide Service
Integrated SIM provides unlimited, carrier-independent, global 
4G data uploads to the Sensar Marine cloud & SMS alerts to 
your cellphone.   
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Europe’s best-selling boat monitor... 
now available in America!

Sensar Marine US, Inc   •  (800) 910-2150  •  http://us.sensarmarine.com


